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Kennedy loses post
in Senate to Byrd
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Robert C.
Byrd, en almost unknown legislative
technician, ousted Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, political glamor boy, from the
No. 2 Senate Democratic leadership post
in a stunning blow to Kennedy's party
stature yesterday
Ironically, Byrd told newsmen, he
would have avoided the contest if Sen.
Richard B. Russell of Georgia had died
before the party caucus started In midmorning.
Russell died about 4 4 hours later.
Byrd, who has made a career of doing
favors for his colleagues in the No. 3
leadership Job, out-counted Kennedy in a
showdown decided 31 to 24 by secret
ballot in the caucus held Just before the
92nd Congress convened.
KENNEDY WENT into the caucus
thinking he had 28 "face-to-face" com-

mitments to retain the whip Job he won
two years earlier by defeating Sen.
Russell B. Long of Louisiana, 31 to 26.
That would have been Just enough to
win with 55 Democratic senators in this
Congress.
But Byrd told reporters "I am known
to be a conservative counter" and that he
did not finally decide to make the race
until he was certain he had 28 votes.
The 28th votes, he said, was a proxy
from Russell, lying critically ill at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center.
BYRD SAID that if Russell had died this
morning he would not have run since his
certain total would have been reduced to
27.
But he said he learned from an aide to
Sen. Herman E. Talmadge, (D-Ga.),
after the caucus convened, that Russell
was alive and that his proxy could be

counted.
At that point, he said, a nominating
speech fro Kennedy to continue as whip
was being made by Sen. Daniel K. Inouye
Of Hawaii

Byrd said he nodded across the room
to his West Virginia colleague, Sen.
Jennings Randolph, to go ahead with a
nominating speech for him.
The alternative plan, he said, was for
Randolph to nominate him for another
term as the No. 3 leader, secretary of the
party caucus.
Byrd said he also carefully checked
attendance at the caucus to be sure his 27
committed votes were on hand.
He said he was not surprised that he
eventually wound up with three votes
more than the necessary 28 because "I
had certain indications, but I was "not
sure of them."

TALKS WITH several Democratic
senators indicated the key factor in
Byrd's upset victory was the indefatigable way he has worked on the
Senate floor in recent years, handling
routine matters and protecting the interests of all Democrats.
Often he appeared to be handling the
chores of majority leader and whip as
well as his own duties.
There was speculation that two other
factors might have played some part in
the outcome.
ONE OF THESE was the tragic accident at Chappaquiddick Island in July
1969 in which a young woman died in a
car driven off a bridge by Kennedy.
The other was a possible desire of
some of the numerous Democratic
presidential hopefuls to strike a blow at
the Massachusetts senator.

Dispute heads for court

Students battle landlord
By Rich Bergman
News Editor

N.wiphw. t>r Jim HlMI

A tenant-landlord controversy, after
brewing for four months, may soon come
to a head if the two student leasees file
civil and criminal suits as planned.
The students, Jeff Caruso, senior
(ED), and Wendell"Price, Junior (ED),'
claim they were evicted without due
cause from their Sixth Street apartment
when landlord Doug Valentine shut off
the utilities.
Both charged that on Dec. 1, 1970,
Valentine shut off the electricity, gas and
water to the apartment on the pretense of
faulty wiring, leaking gas and broken
pipes after previous attempts to move
them out.
Since January the students have been
living in Conklin Hall for about $30 a week,
Caruso said, while at the same time

trying to pay the f 150 monthly rent on the
Valentine apartment in order to keep
legal control of it.
The last two checks sent to
Valentine, however, have been returned
by the post office unopened, Caruso said.
Valentine has denied turning off the
utilities to evict the students. He said he
was not even aware they had left the
apartment and moved to Conklin, and
that he hasn't received "rent one" from
them since November.
"The gas has never been touched and
the heat is still on," he said, but added
that he has been having trouble with the
apartment.
He said the septic tank backed-up
shortly after he bought the property in
October, and although he cleaned it
repeatedly, It didn't seem to help.
Then, when a water line broke,
Valentine said his plumbers refused to

Utah sheep dying; gas hinted
GARRISON, Utah (AP) - More than
1,000 sheep are dead or dying of an undetermined cause on a remote ranch in
western Utah, the Utah governor's office
said yesterday.
The area is about 150 miles southwest
of Skull Valley, where 6,400 sheep died in
1968 in a secret nerve gas test by the
Army's Dugway Proving Ground.
The Army at first denied responsibility for the 1968 sheep deaths, but
later acknowledged that nerve gas
sprayed from an airplane had been the

cause.

Of the latest incident, a spokesman for
the Desert Teat Center at Ft. Douglas in
Salt Lake City said only, "We are looking
into the matter."
'Desert Test Center operates Dugway,
long a secret Army testing area for
chemical and germ warfare agents in the
desert of western Utah.
State Veterinarian James Schoenf ield
was dispatched to the site of the new
sheep deaths via a Utah Highway Patrol
plane. Two veterinarians from the U.S.

Bureau of Land Management also were
en route.
The sheep belong to Clarence Ingram
of Nephi, Utah. They were grazing on
Bureau of Land Management land about
25 miles south of Garrison, near the
Nevada border.
Ingram was not immediately
available, but Cecil Rowley, who runs a
service station in Garrison, said the
sheep started dying Wednesday night.
"One of the Ingram boys came in this
morning raving that half his sheep had

started dying during the night," Rowley
said.
The Ingram ranch is about 200 miles
east of the Atomic Energy Commission's
nuclear test site at Mercury, Nev., where
an underground test broke through the
earth's surface last Dec. 18, spreading
contaminated dust across Utah.
Rowley discounted the possibility that
the sheep may have starved.
He said there also was little
Halogeten, a deadly poisonous weed, in
the area.

crawl beneath the house to repair it until
the sewage problem could be cleared up.
He said he turned off the -lectricity
because the main-breaker short circuited
one night, probably due to over-loading,
and because he had never received a key
he was unable to get into the apartment
to work on the wiring.
The apartment, half of a duplex at 704
Sixth St., had been leased by Caruso and
Price last summer from former owner
Jerry Mahle
The lease called for
occupancy from September 1970 to
September 1971, Caruso said.
"We try not to keep second class
rentals," Valentine said, "but maybe I
bought a dead horse at the them. What
was needed was a complete repair Job,
and we couldn't do that while the building
was occupied."
He said he offered to re-locate the
students in some of his other apartments
while the work was being done but
nothing seemed to satisfy them.
Caruso explained that the places
Valentine had shown them were not
comparable to their present apartment.
They involved either paying higher rents
or moving in with other students, he said.
Valentine's attorney, City Solicitor
Richard Marsh, said that when the
students wouldn't leave, they were
served with a "notice to surrender the
premises,' in November.
But the notice went ignored
by
Caruso and Price, who said they were
convinced that Valentine was trying to
muscle them out.
Marsh said although the notice was
not honored, no legal action had been
taken.
Caruso claimed Valentine considered

him a "trouble-maker" and wanted him
out so he could lease the apartment to
other students for a higher rent.
The students had also registered
complaints with the county Health
Department, the University
Housing
Office and the Student Housing
Association about the cockroaches in the
apartment
Caruso has also filed a small claims
suit against Valentine for the destruction
of two chairs which Caruso said were set
outside the garage by Valentine after he
had bought the property.
Valentine claimed he didn't know the
chairs belonged to Caruso, and tossed
them out when he cleaned the garage.
He also denied he was planning to rent
theapartmentto other students for more
rent, although he did say that the $150 a
month Caruso and Price were paying
was lower then he usually charges.
"There's Just no satisfying the man,"
Valentine said of Caruso.
"He's a
complainer."
"If we had put him out of housing
completely," he continued "I could see
where we would be at fault but I offered
him other rooms. I don't know what
more I could do."
Caruso said he and Price were waiting
for their attorney, James Bachman of
Bowling Green, to file a civil suit against
Valentine for breach of contract.
He added that he also plans to file a
criminal suit for trespassing, but
because he student teaches in Toledo
during the day, he has had trouble
contacting City Prosecutor John
Cheatwood.
Caruso said they plan to rename their
belongings this weekend.

Lawyers seek

One-man bus service

new judge in

to shuttle residents

break-in case

By Scott Scredon
Mack Layne is taking the
responsibility of transporting
Bowling Green residents to the
downtown area this winter, and in
all probability, the rest of the school
year.
With encouragement from his
wife and city merchants, Layne, of
403 North Grove St, hopes to begin a
one-man bus system on Monday,
making approximately 16 trips a day
from Main Street to the University
campus.
Mrs. Layne, a graduate of BGSU,
proposed the idea of a bus service to
her husband, mentioning students
shy away from the downtown area
when cold weather and heavy snows
set in.
Bowling Green merchants and

the Proote Bowling Green Committee, a part of the Chamber of
Commerce, also suggested the
transportation need, noting that
business in the downtown area falls
considerably during winter.
So, Layne bought a school bus in
Oregon, Ohio, and is ready to drive
Bowling Green citizens and students
downtown from 12 noon until
Midnight
Monday through
Thursday and from 12 noon until 2 a.
m on Friday and Saturday.
Layne, however, ran into difficulty at first, with some city officials not totally favoring the idea of
a bus service. He also found insurance liability costs high, because
of the amount of people he is
responsible for.
Bowling Green's new transit
system is scheduled to run every 30

Attorneys for two of the four men
charged with the Dec. 4 breaking and
entering and theft attempt of rifles from
Hayes Hall want a new Judge.

to 45 minutes for about the first two
weeks to see how students react to
the idea. After this trial period,
specific pick-up times at the various
stops will be set by Layne. Each
ride will cost 25 cents.
The route planned by Layne will
begin downtown, picking up people
in front of Music City record shop on
Main Street. He will then go to
North College Street in front of
McDonald Quadrangle dining hall,
the Union, Kreischer parking lot.
Lot 6 in the stadium parking lot, and
then In front of Haishman
Quadrangle on Wooster Street.
He will continue down Wooster
Street to New Fraternity Row,
Rodgers Quadrangle, Kohl Hall,
Founders, the Greyhound bus
station, and back to Music City.

Lawyers Marshall Desmond and
Richard Walinski have filed a petition for
an injunction against Common Please
Court Judge Floyd A. Coller, restraining
him from hearing their case because of
Colter's age.
Colter is In his 70's.
The attorneys, defending Alfred
Fields and Larry McCtelian, have
charged that Judge Coller Illegally
assumed such a post after he has reached
the age of 70.
Hwjfcf k» en.
This may bt obsolete soon . ..

The petition must go the Ohio
Supreme Court for a ruling; meanwhile
another Judge from outside the county
must be appointed to hear the case In
court

Poge 2/The BG News. FrWoy, Jonucry 22, 1971
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finding loopholes
In the realm of politics, finding loopholes and utilizing
them to the best possible advantage Is nothing unusual.
It's part of the game.
But when government officials begin using apparent
loopholes to justify the conduct of foreign policy- and bad
foreign policy at that-we can't help but shake our heads In
bewilderment.
Secretary of Defense Melvln Laird announced Wednesday that he would use American air power throughout
Indochina "as long as I am serving In this job."
Congressional restrictions on the conduct of the war,
the secretary observes, are limited only to the use of
ground combat troops outside of Vietnam.
Evidently the Nixon Administration can't take a hint.
It is true that the Cooper-Church amendment
specifically exempts only combat forces from extraVietnamese operations. But the sense of the provision, we
believe, was much more broad.
Congress-like a large ma|orlty of the American publicis sick and tired of the already long, drawn-out war
constantly becoming bogged down in the muck and mire of
politics...both home and abroad.
When lives are Involved-whether they be ground forces
or air forces, American or Vietnamese-foreign policy
should be taken from the realm of politics and placed in the
realm of statesmanship.
If members of the Nixon Administration find themselves unable to provide this statesmanship, it is up to
Congress to furnish It.
We urge stringent new measures which pull no punches. Since Secretary Laird and others are so adroit at
finding loopholes in legislation designed to untangle
American involvement In the Vietnam war, Congress
should plug all possible gaps.
We support the Immediate enaction of legislation
chopping off all future funds from American action In
Southeast Asia.

the new s.h.a.
Most students can't wait to move off campus as soon as
they reach |unlor standing. Over-crowded conditions,
dissatisfaction with food services and the general atmosphere of the dormitories are ma|or complaints.
Unfortunately, many do not find off-campus accommodations any more Inviting. In general, apartments
in ever-increasing numbers of new complexes are extremely expensive - especially if two people share the
rent. The money hassle can be avoided, somewhat, If
three or four decide to rent a place, but then the old
problem of crowded conditions is back.
Students who choose to rent rooms or older homes and
apartments are usually confronted with demanding Ian- .
dlords, and facilities that are often in a continual state of
disrepair.
Every once in a while problems concerning off
campus living are brought to the foreground.
Last year, when many of the townspeople were complaining about students renting homes in residential zones
and causing disturbances, another problem become apparent. One of the reasons they felt justified In their
complaints was because of the deplorable conditions of the
homes rented to students.
Some landlords don't think twice about collecting $50 to
$75 a month from four or five students who rent a house
with poor heating and Insulation and faulty wiring. Yet,
nothing has been done about the conditions.
The Student Housing Association is potentially the only
group around with the power to handle off-campus living
problems.
And their new plans for massive reorganization indicate that they are not shirking their
responsibilities.
In the past, SHA did an adequate job of handling
student grievances and tenant-landlord disputes. But,
representation was poor and many students weren't aware
of the purpose of the organization.
The News hopes that students will join with SHA In their
drive to smoothe over problems In off-campus living.
Representatives who are really concerned about the
situation can make or break the more co-ordinated plans
for SHA.
If you have an interest in problems of community
living, we ask you to consult the SHA. Problems concerning 25 to 30 per cent of the students at this University
are in question.
There are few more worthwhile causes.
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the question of morality
By Debbie Perkins
Cues t Colamniit
In response to the article by Carl
Sheperd on lesbianism I would like to
question the assumption that "morality"
and "immorality" are not determined by
public opinion.
Judging
the
morality,
and
presumably the conscience, of other
Individuals is necessarily a biased act,
since anyone outside of the conscience of
another individual cannot have the same
experiences as
that individual.
This becomes more recognisable
when the area of religious bias is involved. The writers of what the western
world calls Scripture (i.e. true, holy, and
untouchable) were men who wrote
through their own personal biases and
those that their culture had given them.
Those biases as a whole constitute public
opinion at the time.
Those religious fundamentalists who
hold that everything in the Bible Is true
(disregarding the fact that statement*
contained in It are sometimes contradictory) fail to recognize that
changing public opinion farmed the basis
for the evolutionary nature of the
writings.
Since standards for morality rest on
biases of the society making the rules. It
seems that the most valid Judgements of
what is moral or immoral can be made
when biases are eliminated or at least
reduced to a minimum. This can be done
by exposure to different value systems
bringing to consciousness the reasoning
behind each, recognizing the prejudices
held by those believing in them.
I'm not sure what Mr. Sheperd meant
by lewdness, but I believe that a society
which
condemns
sodomy,

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written In direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ssk that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
Include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.

homosexuality, lesbianism, masturbation, and other forms of "sexual
perversion" on what seems to me to be
largely because they are mere
deviations, is very biased indeed, and
needs to find an alternative to prejudging
acts as wrong in themselves.
Morality, I think everyone will agree,
has to do with the conscience. The
conscience is formed by previous ex-

perience! of an individual that have at
one time been a part of his consciousness.
Much of what he learns eventually
becomes part of his subconscious mind.
In order for him to be able to make unbiased decisions he must learn to become
more aware, to make the fact that he has
biases part of his conscious mind. In
doing so be will be more aware of himself, more conscientious, more moral.
Becoming aware of biases includes

questioning of values. Why is sodomy in
itself wrong?
Is homosexuality or
lesbianism in itself harmful?
Is
masturbation bad (now that the myth of
insanity has been dispelled)?
Is
premarital sex wrong? Or fun? Or difficult to cope with honestly?
Conversely, is heterosexual Intercourse moral? Is marital sex immoral? Is absolute loyalty and fidelity
right?

news LeTTers
searching for truth
We are all students of knowledge,
searching relentlessly for a truth by
which to live. But, what in us wants
truth? Why not untruth? Untruth Is s
condition of life and must be accepted as
such. It appears that nobody has been
quite truthful enough about what truthfulness Is.
A part of the collective society, each
of us represents a child playing ball in an
adult arena. Although our nursery world
claims to offer its children the opportunity to knock on many doors, the
windows of the world are blurred with
bloodshed, futility, and hypocracy.
We, the Intellectual elite, have
become scholars of insufficiency who
resurrect Institutions bv which to for-

malize our stupidity and lack of insight
into the world in which we live. Each of
us spends considerable amount of time
trying to escape from ourselves and that
In Itself Is a symptom of our
schizophrenic society.
I wish that I could write a masterpiece
that would produce the words to crawl up
your shoulder and whisper In your ear all
of the answers to all of the questions ever
asked. Perhaps we try too hard to
rationalize the irrational...questioning
some things too much and other things
not enough.
Students think that they partake in
thinking, but the greater part of conscious thinking must be included among
instinctive activities. A thinker cannot

the bg-lec game
This Is in regard to the B.G. freshmen-Lorain Community College game this past
Saturday. Though we can't quarrel with the fine play of the I.CC team, there is much
to be said f or the sportmanship (or lack of It) of the Commodores.
Upon finally taking the lead late in the second half, LCC seemed to lose their
responsibility as representatives of their school; meaning good sportsmanship that is
characteristic of true winners. Harassing a losing opponent is a despicable act,
characteristic of most schoolyard games, and has no place in collegiate lnterscholastic activities.
We would like to take the opportunity to praise Coach Piper's frosh for two outstanding performances this season .The entire team, especially Brian Scanlan and
Chuck Novak, should be congratulated for their ability to stay cool while under
harassment of certain players on the LCC team. They exhibited sportsmanship you
expect of the true champions they are.

relearn but can only finish the learning
process. Behind all logic stands the everpresent process of valuation.
I re-read my words and the once well
Intended masterpiece becomes thwarted
by the space that separates you from me.
I sit looking at the typewriter, but
writing a masterpiece takes inspiration
and my inspiration now lies somewhere
between today and tomorrow.
Anna E. Sykala
222 McDonald East

e.m.u. council
for model u.n.
Bullshitting issues and unresolved
promises and threats are all we seem to
hear from students blatantly trying to
solve the problems of the world. Or, we
hear nothing at all. Neither apathy or
ignorance will give us the answers. For
five years the E. M. U. Council for the
Model United Nations has been attempting to understand why the world is
so screwed up. Isn't it time everybody
got together? Some of us have-how
about you?
We challenge you to join us at our
Assembly, March 17-20, 1971.
Marilyn Haase
Box 16
McKenny Union
YpsilanU. Mich. 48197

Kit Eridon, 226 Kohl
Joe Bush. 252 Kohl
Brian Burke, 252 Kohl

■our man hoppe-

join the new, fun-filled army
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
To promote recruitment, the Army is
projecting an all-new, fun image - a 40hour week, go-go girls, sleeping late,
private rooms and a beer dispenser st the
end of the hall.
Such innovations worry many
Americans. "The only thing that has
preserved our civilian led democracy,"
rightly says my friend, Clauswitz, "is
that any civilian who got mixed up with
the Army in the past 200 years thoroughly
loathed if'
With this in mind, it may help to
publish a letter from a typical new recruit
to the folks back home.
Dear Mom & Dad - WeU, I got
assigned to the 114th Engineering &
Surfing Batallion here in Miami Beach.
We're quartered at the Eden Roc.
Being new, I didn't get a room on the
beach side. It's OK, I guess, but the sun
sure shines in early and I can't sleep
much past lg-a.m.
Dad, I guess you figure the Army's
changed a lot sinceyour day. But we've
still got top sergeants. Ours Is John
(Cuddles) Wayne. And, boy, is he ever
picky!
like yesterday, he caught medownon
the beach in my Hawaiian-flowered swim
trunks. You should've heard what he
said. "Private," he says, "I respectfully
suggest you slip into your attractive Sun
'N Fun beach shirt, sir. Your shoulders
are getting awfully pink."
Then he's always on me about my long
hair. "Private." he says, "why don't you
try a little of my Passion Oil Shampoo,
sir? That salt water's making your hair
dry, tacky and unmanageable, and It's
Just ruining your natural curl."
Nag, nag, nag.
The chow's OK, Igueas - if you like

frog's legs and stuff Uke that. But, boy,
you know what they served us last night
for an appetizer? Snails! I mean real
snails! Half the guys couldn't touch their
Chateaubriand. Cuddles swore It'd never
happen again.
The 114th i* a pretty good, outift, I
guess. But It sure does have its welrdoes. We had one guy who went around all
the time picking up cigarette butts. I
guess he had this thing about cigarette
butts. Cuddles finally sent him to the
shrink. "I didn't like to do it, gang," he
told us at Happy Hour, "but tht fellow
was giving the outfit s bad name."
I guess you read, Mom, about those

go-go girls. Well, you don't have to worry
about me. The one on our floor's got
thick ankles. And she's always tickling
me and giggling when I'm trying to
watch TV. It's enough to drive you up the
wall.
I'm real lucky in one thing. The beer
dispenser's just outside my room. I don't
much like the wine we get with dinner.
Even Cuddles admits it's a "Little
presumptuous."
Which reminds me. I found out today
the guy I replaced "went West." That
means they shipped him to Palm Springs
for R&R. He got a Purple Heart out of it,
though, for cirhossis of the liver.

Well, I got to go. Tonight's movie is
another skin flick. We're pretty sick of
them. Cuddles keeps promising us a
good Walt Disney picture. But no luck
yet
Don't worry about me. Like you said,
Dad, soldiers down through history have
always said the same thing to themselves
to keep their spirits up. I'm saying it to
me right now: "In 705 days, 13 hours and
42 minutes I'll be out of this rotten, lousy,
no^ood Army!"
There, I feel much better.
Your Loving Son

■WITH FRIENDS LIKE THESE YOU DONT NEED ENEMIES-TAKE AN EXTRA TWENTY YEARS!'
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Georgian was Sen ofe dean

Senator Russell dies
WASHINGTON (AP) Georgia Democrat Richard
Brevard Russell, dean and
president protempore of the
Senate, died today. He was 73.
Russell had been in and out
of the Walter Reed Army
Medical Center
a dozen
times in recent years for
treatment of emphysema and
respiratory tract infections.
The
Center
listed
respiratory insufficiency,

».-»k.l. ky Jim Fi.tf »

THE COMMUTER who owns these "wheels"
had hotter be prepared for a cold, sloppy ride il
he plans to go anywhere in Bowling Green. At

least it beats walking into campus from a
commuter parking lot, or would it?

Sex center to remain open
By Patty Bailey
If the Association of Women
Students (AWSI is abolished
in favor of a new committee,
the Sex Information Center
will remain in operation,
according to Miss Wendy
Williams, one of the center's
oi»—ators.
'We'll have to be financed
by another organization or we
will get funds from the
University," she said and
added that she thinks the
center will not have to close
down.
The center, located in 419
Student Services Bldg., is
financed through AWS but is
not actually a part of that
organization, according to
Miss Williams.
The Sex Information
Center was organized last
spring and began operation
this past November. They
plan to continue operating for
the entire year.

EaployaMit dia
for 16 st.d.its;
■0 rtli.f il sight'
Student employment opportunities are practically
non-exis>iit, with no relief in
sight, according to Robert E.
McKay, Director of Student
Employment
"If anything, the situation
is tighter We have students
coming in every day who are
in serious need of jobs," he
said.
Employers are asked to
notify the Student Employment office, 16 Shatzel
Hall, of any openings for
temporary student jobs.

The 90 women who are
manning the phones were
given training by having the
people or agencies that their
callers are referred to, met
with them and explain exactly
what type of service* they
offer
Besides referring the caller
to agencies which can answer
their questions, the center also
offers information pamphlets
and expects to offer a booklet
on birth control soon.

The center averages expand its hours in the future.
around five calls and visits per
"So far, we really haven't
day from Deople seeking
had enough calls to stay open
assistance.
"Most of the calls have longer," she said. "We have
been from people who want helped some people and I
contraceptives and want to guess that's all that matters."
Miss Williams Is one of the
find out where to get them,"
20 women who answer the Sex
Miss Williams said
The second and third most Information Center phone
frequent calls are about from 3-6 p. m. and 6-10 p. m. on
week days. On Saturdays the
pregnancy and abortions.
According
to
Miss phone is answered only from
Williams, the center hopes to 3-6 p. m.

Vietnamese blame Nixon
for peace talk deadlock
PARIS (AP) - North
Vietnam and the Viet Cong
charged yesterday
the
Vietnam
peace
talks
remained deadlocked because
tht Nixon administration was
not interested in a settlement
but wanted to extend and
prolong the war.
The remarks by North
Vietnamese delegate Xuan
Thuy and the Viet Cong
delegate, Mrs. Nguyen Tri
Binh, were made to newsmen
before they entered the 100th
session of the talks.
Thuy referred to Wedneday's news conference by
Secretary of Defense Melvin
R. Laird In
Washington.
Laird's remarks "show that
the United States does not
want to engage in meaningful
negotiations but, on the
contrary, Is still intent on the
pursuit of military victory,"
Thuy said.
He added that Laird's
undertaking to give unlimited
air support to allied

operations in South Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos was a
"direct provocation" of the
peoples of Indochina as well as
of "peaceloving public opinion
in the United States."
In his prepared speech to
the meeting, U.S. Ambassador
David K. E. Bruce repeated
his demand for news of
American prisoners held by
the Viet Cong In South Vietnam.
At last week's meeting,
Bruce tried in vain to hand the
Communist delegates an
updated list of all American
servicemen missing in
Southeast Asia, including
several hundred In South
Vietnam.
Today, he described the
Communists' refusal to accept
the list as "the latest example
of your callous disregard for
the fate of these men and their
families."
He asserted that the Viet
Cong had produced no
"plausible excuse" for not

giving any information about
its prisoners, allowing them to
communicate with their
families or authorizing Impartial inspection of prison
camps in Viet Cong-controlled
area*.
"I will continue to make
your disgraceful performance
a part of the record of these
meetings until you fulfill your
obligations on the prisoner
issue."

resulting from pulmonary term,
deficiency, as the cause of
Russell long was chief
strategist for F. Southern
death.
Russell, first elected to the Senators fighting civil rights
Senate in 1933, was know legislation.
before his health began to fail
The mentor of former
as the Southern block's most President Lyndon B. Johnson,
vocal spokesman. He was the he could never support
only man ever to serve more Johnson's views on civil rights
than half his life in the Senate, and declined to back his
and he proved himself an longtime friend when he ran
expert parliamentarian from for the presidency in 1964.
Russell called reporters to
the moment he began his first

Threat of support grows
for British postal walkout
LONDON (AP) - A threat
of foreign support for striking
British postal workers grew
yesterday in response to an
appeal for foreign unions to
cut communication links with
Britain.
The day-old walkout-the
first In the history of the
British Post Office-appeared
headed Into a lengthy
stalemate with the Cabinet's
decision not to intervene.
All mail and cable services
were halted, but almost 90 per
cent of the nation's telephones
continued
working
on
automatic systems.
In Brussels, the general
secretary of the Post,
Telephone and Telegraph
International, Stefan Nedzynaski, said he had asked
unions everywhere to support
the walkout.
The PTTI
represents about 2.S million
workers in 82 countries.
Tom Jackson, general
secretary of the 230,000member Union of Postal
Workers asked the PTTI on
Wednesday night to urge
unions in other countries to
"cut Britain off." The appeal
said some nonunion operators
still were working manual
transcontinental exchanges in
Britain.
Nedzynski said Belgian
and French unions have
agreed to "instruct their
members not to handle calls
or telegrams to and from
Britain. But it takes time to
get down to the individual
members," he added.
Union representatives in
the United States and Japan

U.A.O.
CHESS TOURNAMENT!

questioned the legality of a
union ban on British communications.
Fears that the pay dispute
would be protracted were
strengthened when the
Cabinet decided not to intervene between the UPW and
the Post Office management.
An emergency committee also
planned to assume no strikebreaking powers-such as the
use of troops-at this stage.
Strengthening this hard
line was the feeling that the
general public may not be
unduly concerned by the halt
of all mail and cable services.

WFAL radio schedules
newscasts for winter
The campus closed-circuit p.mand hourly through 11:26
radio station, WFAL, has p.m.
In addition, at 5:30 p.m.
scheduled regular newscasts
for the balance of the winter WFAL will feature a half-hour
comprehenslve
newscast
quarter.
covering international, state,
Five-minute newscasts will local, sports, campus and
be broadcast at 25 minutes weather news and compast the hour beginning at 3:25 mentary.

President
Vice Pres.
Nee. Sec.
Treasurer
°rogram Coordinator
House Chairman
Stewardess
Scholarship
Cor. Sec.
Pledge Trainer
Rush Chairman
Social Chairman
Activities
Panhel Rep.
Assistant Treasurer
Assistant Rush
Assistant Pledge

Tickets for the Sha
Na Na and Rare Earth
concert Feb. 25 are
going fast, according to
UAO spokesman Steve
Hoffman, but there's
still quite a few left.
Floor seats, selling
for $2.50, are slipping
away more quickly than
the others.

We're small, but growing
Come Grow With U$.
Whole Wheat; rye. and soy bread
Comes in on Thursday

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
118 West Wooster

Open until 8:00 P M

Wayne Room

KESSEL'S

Jan. 24 in Union
2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

CLEARANCE
of

H'TT*E

congratulate
our new
Officers:

Coit.rt tick.ts

A iitinl goods co-op il Bowliig Grtti?

The Sisters of
Gamma Phi Beta

The strikers are at a further disadvantage because
their union cannot afford
strike pay.
Post Office chiefs said the
number of strike-breakers
varied from 40 to 70 per cent
throughout the country,
mainly because staff employes couldn't afford not to
turn up. The union, however,
claimed 95 per cent solidarity.
Postal Official* Informed
employe* Wednesday that
they could receive benefits
during the strike by filling out
a welfare request and mailing
it to the nearest welfare office.

his office in March 1969 to say
his doctors though he had a
mallgnamt lung tumor.
Doctors immediately began
bombarding the tumor with
cobalt rays.
The senator explained to
newsmen just before beginning the treatments that
surgery was out of the
question due to the chronic
emphysema which had
destroyed tissue In his lungs.
But two months later,
Russell told reporters that
apparently he had not had
cancer. He continued with his
Senate duries while an outpatient at the Army hospital
and had remained optimistic
over his chances of recovery.
Russell won election to the
Senate after a two-year term
as governor of Georgia. Prior
to that he served 10 years in
the state assembly, part of
that time as speaker.
As a representative of what
he termed moderate conservatism, Russell had two
shots at the Democratic
presidential nomination and
was defeated largely because
he was branded as too sections.
The post of Senate
Democratic leader was his for
the asking in 1963, but he
declined

MsVff

GARLAND SWEATERS

... You'll find sleeveless slipovers
Vests Cartigans, and Ponchos ...
in orlon acrylic and all wool knits...
Solids and Stripes in (all and winter
colors.
Sizes 36-40

you pesmt ir

Cyndi Allen
Jeonne McNicol
Jane Stevenson
Debbie Kaufman

\f yooDo#Lrfj6)(trt!

Orig. S8.00 to $15.00

Pat Tuttle
Jayle Brannon
Pot Schoeni
Jean Denig
Sue Strader
Linda Macklin
Jan Mears
Bobbie Fix
Barb Culver
Patti English
Linda Charlton
Barb Hoge
Judy Zocharious

Wm iNfo&oftfiON 7
•
PICK UP A
STOPBHT

now

KosreR of
coMmrrees

$5

fit pESlGHflTeO LOCATIONS.

+ .
$7.00
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Mousem o m&&
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UNION OCSK

Kessel's

51
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^CMtriff
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'Bowling Green's Coat and Drtss Place'"
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Infantry breaks enemy hold

DOWN

PUZZLE

1 Barbecue

rod.

By Jennie I.emeio

Cambodia controls highway
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) - The bine, red and white
flag of Cambodian republic
flew last night from the
heights of Pich Nil P«as.
It was planted on a
mountain top by Cambodia
Infantrymen who overran the
northern end of the pass,
capturing the last enemy
stronghold on the country's
lifeline, Highway 4.
The
enemy offered nothing but
rear guard resistance...The
seliure of the mountain
climaxed a week long offensive by 15.000 Cambodian
and South Vietnamese troops.
It cleared the way for
reopening the vital supply
route that links Phnom Penh
with Cambodia's only deepwater port at Kempong Sam.

It came two months to the
day after the Communist-led
forces seised key segments of
the highway and blocked
supplied of fuel and other
needed war materials from
reaching the capital.
The 1,300 Cambodian infantry men who took Pich Nil
had been stalled for four days
at the entrance to the
mountain gateway by North
Vietnamese and Vietmese and
Viet Cong soldiers' entranced in the Elephant
Mountains flanking
Highway 4. The pass Is 60 miles
southwest of Phnom Penh.
During those four days, the
estimated 2,000 Communist
command troops in their
bunkers withstood heavy
American air strikes.

See The
Windjammers
AT THE AIRPORT
BG's Fines f Will Be Playing
Every Weekend At The

BLUE HORIZON
ROOM
9-1
At Toledo Express

Tiny retreated before the
Cambodian advance and left
behind suicide squads to klght
to the death from the bunkers.

TO
DO
TODaY
Friday
YIPPIE!
REVOLUTIONARY FILM
FESTIVAL
"Staggalee" and "Battle of
Algiers" will be shown at 7:30
p.m. in 105 Hanna Hall. Admission is fl.
Mike Cross, chairman of
the Black Panther Party in
Toledo, will speak at 10 p.m. In
105 Hanna Hall. Admission is
free.

Will present "The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail" at 8
p.m. In the Joe E. Brown
Theater, University Hall.

Activities will begin at 6
p.m. in the Dogwood Suite,
Union. The program is open to
the public.

Dots Your Typewriter Need A Ribbon
Or Does Your Ribboi Need A
Typewriter?
Coll BBM Co. 352-7780 Sot. till 5 P.M.
727 S. Moln St. Mo ..tic Point Bldg.

People Helping
People
Alpha Phi Omega
Rush

«. ot 7:10, 1 30 - Sot » Sun Mot ot 2, 3:40, 5: JO

The Baby Maker' is an
lunconventional movie!"

January
25-28
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I Field Enterprise!, Inc., 1971

"An Evening of Chamber
Music" with Serge Fournler
as guest conductor will be
presented at 8: IS p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the Music Bldg.
Admission is $2 for adults and
$1 for students.

.jll Fey.

ix Doiiuft men.
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1CKS

"INDIAN SNACKS"
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Will be given at the United
Christian Fellowship Center
at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are
available at the World
Students Association office,
International Center. Cost is

li X S I N

«.

YIPPIE!
REVOLUTIONARY FILM
FESTIVAL
"Face the Nation and
"Battle of Algiers" will be
shown at 8:30 p.m. in 105
Hanna Hall. Admission is $1.

Will hold a sports car raUy
at 12:30 p.m. in Lot 6. The
rally is open to the University
community. All types of cars
may be entered. Trophies will
be awarded.

I'OB

COXSI.liX

Yesterday's cryiduejrani: Alniut Intcst dress
styles: tines line buy inihi-miiM. imixi-mitli. .
mitli-itiini'.'

all bridge players. Scores will
be the last to be included in the
count for trophies to be
presented Feb. 7.
CHILDREN'S CONCERT
Bowling Green Symphony
Orchestra will perform at
3:30 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium, University Hall.

SPORTS CAR CLUB
KAPPA PHI
"LOVE FEAST"
Members will meet at the
United Christian Fellowship
Center at 5:30 p.m. for rides to
Holiday Inn. The dinner will
begin at 8 p.m.

FACULTY RECITAL

UNIVERSITY

KARATE CLUB
Will meet from 7 to 9 p.m.
in the wrestling room, Men's
Gym.

Monday

"MYSTERY OF THE
MYSTIC"
The second in a series of
occult programs will be given
at 7:30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom, Union. Speakers
will be Mary Ann Dushane, a
handwriting analyst, James
Cowan, a tea leaf reader,
Sevindar Singh, a palmist.
UNIVERSITY THEATER

BRIDGE CLUB
SAILING CLUB
Will hold elections at 7 p.m.
in the Taft Room, Union.

Virginia Starr, soprano,
will perform at 8:15 in the
Recital Hall, Music Bldg.
Admission Is free.

Will present "The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail" at 8
p.m. in the Joe E. Brown
Theater, University Hall.

WOMEN'S RECREATION
ASSOCIATION
Basketball intramurals
will start at 6 p.m. in the North
Gym of the Women's Bldg.
"MYSTERY OF THE
MYSTIC"
The third in a series of
occult programs will be
presented at 7?0 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom,
Union.
Speaker will be the Great
Witch GundeUa.
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Will hold a duplicate match
at 1:30 p.m. in the Ohio Suite,
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The Baby Maker

estuary.

HHSiiitl farther,

Astrologist Clara M. Darr
will speak at 7:30 p.m. In the
Grand Ballroom, Union.

University Union

NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES
A HOBERT WISE PRODUCTION
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Saturday
INDIA REPUBLIC DAY

l Wotch the Jot*. Lough osul Sing With Tho
"Croup on tho Move
No Mil

No Co

Deadline for applications
for membership In the
national English honorary
society is today. Applicants
must be at least Juniors, with a
minimum accumulative
average of 2.5 and at least two
hours of credit in English
courses with a 3.0 average In
English. Students should
apply at 202 University Hall.

UNIVERSITY THEATER

Special Seafood Smorgasboard Friday

I Planer
holder.
« "Essays »(

t

SIGMA DELTA TAU

59 BeinK severel> rcprininniletl:
llllllMI112 Arctic c\iilunitory

ACROSS

They retreated to the south which is seven miles long.
where South Vietnamese
Once on the move, the
troops were advancing up the Cambodian foot soldiers fired
southern stretch of the pass. wildly at every bunker.

2
3
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.'Ill SuiuelliiiiK
owed.
43 CiHikiim
apple
45 Xeul.
411 Difrostetl.

HI Attractive.
24 Business
represenliilives.
25 Tmnurisk
suit Iree.

I puker and Johnny hmrt
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COKBM a tUXWY INTHTUaWT.
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COl DIE HAWN
PBTER SELLERS
"THERE'S A GIRL IN MY SOUP'
RATED "R"

L

°" ANOTHt PUSSYCAT'
« TOB»'- "•tut IN MY SOUP1
"Five EASY pieces"

"i

[ FtesiTit»N en

(

NOW AT POPULAR PRICES
"TORAI TORAI TORAI"
THE INCREDIBLE PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
RATED "G"

STAtMVM

THE YEAR'S #1 BEST SELLER
"LOVE STORY"
RYAN O'NEAL - ALI MocCRAW
RATED "OP"

HELD OVER 2nd WEEKI
SWEDEN'S MOST FAMOUS WOMEN
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME!

CLaSSIFIED

MOW
SHOWING

I".-. - "PAHMY" - 4H 7 25 C "ICNA" at 9 30
Sol. 4 Sun. Met. "FANNY" on J: IS - "ICNA" - ot 4, 6

ot 7 10 ono tl 10
Sot Suit Mot
at J: 10 4: IS and 530

THE YEARS BIGGEST SHOW!
RIDES

Fii...M.sic...A.v..t.r....
Pirr-fwct (■ .vary way

ftr tvtryoM!
Get with the cat* who know where It'a at
...tor tun, music mnd adventure!

WAUWSHEY

SO m n lent, engraved on
bottom. PLEASE call 171-1741

LCOLOR by D«Lu««

MARIE
ULJEtttHL

o-o-

w

• •

TECHNICOLOR'

'

'

If Mi

'-Ki

tetanet a> tot w Vina BtittiOotioo Co . m ■
PLUS:

A PUHR-FECTLY
WONDERFUL NEW

CARTOON FEATURE

DRINK.
DRINK,
DRINK.a-e-i-Happy
till
Birthday Joy! Becky. Betty.
and Ronnie

ATTENTION
DECEMBER
Need Ride to MARSHALL GRADUATES In Education.
Univeraity-CaU John 371-5*71 GraSuatestudenU. married
studentl. International
LOST * FOUND
Educational
Corporation
looking for people to expand
Lost: a pair of black frame North
Western,
Ohio
glasses Call 2-1734
Representation Write te :
Tom O'Connor, 17741 Enlar,
LOST: Male Irish Setter who B.G.
used to run around campus
LARGE REWARD Ph. SS- PERSONALS
Mt3

UttleSheri: Keep your spirits
up a keep smilin'
Hope
Thursday was fun'
Love,
"Big Dab"

1*70 wait rxutir rrMoclnoi

Wall Oianey's Otyplc fit

LOST: BasketbaU Iran Men's Buy Sha-na-na and Rare
Gym Saw. 17th return to 303 Earth tickets Fab. 11 SOON.
Men's Gym
Tickets are going hat!
REWARD (or info on lost Maryann-Congrats on Beat

through Sat.

Necdl bdrm. Apt. Spring Qtr
call-S44Ml slier 5

TOR SALE « RENT

Need to Bf oast Ride tor girl BUSINESS
O
Iran Miami to BG. Jan. a In PORTUN1TIES
Trade lor ride to Miami Fab.
I. Round trip. Only Call W. Wanted reaponaible person to
drive automobile to Watt
Coast Call JSJ-44S4
Two girls need ride to Ohio
University on January Und Experienced typist, theses
Will Share Expenaei. Call term papers, ale. Ctll»4-7713
Gail MSB

Come Grow With Us. Call SLOST: Crvue. Watch. Mem. Ull. Counseling Center Ht
Hall Call Steve. J-SSM
Student Services

DIANA
KJAER

Eaaav and making gradat.
I'm proud of you! L4kL Nancy

Actives: Somethin' heavys'
comln' soon-from the rise of
the sun to the fall o( Ihe
moon!! CM O neophytes

PIH MU HOPE MARATHON
needs good Student Talent.
Auditions Jan. II, 7-1 Grand
Ballroom and Jan. 8, M
Dogv/ood Suite
DEADUNE DATE FOR
INKSTONE BG't Literary
Mtgm^t. baa bean estiailad
to Fab. 1. Saad all SubI to Ml Unrv. HaU
DON't
FORGET!
SPAGHETn-aUyoucanaaa»cents-J pm to 7 pm only, en
spec a* Every stew. * Tata.
Pen's Pitta Pab. Open Men.

Two guys need apartment for
spring quarter call John 171-

M

Girl to share apt. 353-1S0I
altar 4:10 W par no.
1 male needed at Winthrop
South-Spring 151-7«1

1 F. r-mates needed. Spring,
U. Ctt., SO-7IS1
Wanted M Roommate lor
Spr. Qtr. Winthrop Terrace
S4JSB
Wanted:
I or 1 girls for
apartment starting Feb. or
Mar. JS14>4«

Newly built 1 bedroom
apartments near university.
Year lease starting June It.
completely furnished Far 4
students at SB per student
Ph H3-7M1

3 bedroom house St* par no.
Married couple only C7-1H1
after 530

1 Female roommate needed!
Call BMlts altar 4

Must stll-l*M VW with
Call 343-4711

Girl needed for apt NOW.
Call Anytiim BltSB

S F. r-mates needed-now *
Spring » per mo.

Stereo components-* months
old Sony am-fm recever
4T7S B^.R McDonald turnSHU available 3 * 4 man table SW. Twin Rectlllnear
apartmentt for immediate apewkers-IUS CaU XUfmrental. 400 Napoleon Rd *M- Muat SeU.
5771 also taking deposits for
summer rentals 1-4 man apta
Mustang red hdtp . purchaaed
Pool * air condltkmng
l-lt-t7; S> 4 barrel S. 4 and. G.
car. SIM Ph. HM17*
Wanted: Married
Sladenoj
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Kent witness slams 1219'
KENT (AP) - W«ne« «t •
lUte
legislative
subcommittee hearing on campus
unrest said yesterday morning that legislation is not
dealing with the fundamental
causes of such unrest.
The charge was made by
Barbara Knapp, a Kent State
University senior from Elyria,
who singled out House BUI
1119, the campus disorders
act, for cirticism, contending
that it is stifling freedom of
expression on campuses.
"Why are people
afraid

of students?" she asked.
"Students didn't just happen.
They are kids. They're your
kids. Why are you afraid of
your kids in passing laws
against them?,"'
Miss Knapp, 23, strongly
attacked the committee's
approach, demanding action
instead of reports.
When she finished with her
testimony, Sen. Theodore M.
Gray, R-Piqua, chairman of
the
subcommittee
and
president pro tern of the Ohio
Senate, smiled and told

committee members to ask
questions.
"That's what what she
wants-dialogue," he said.
Rep. Norman A. Murdock,
R-Ctncinnati, said MissKnapP
was ignoring the "honest
efforts" of the legislators and
that her remarks were
"almost unchristian."
Robert Peabody, 20,
assistant to the student
government president at Kent
State, urged the legislators to
either modify or abolish House
BUI 1219.

Truman enters hospital;

"There has been general
fear and concern here over the
whole issue of 1219," he said.
He added that people are
"afraid to speak up for fear of
possible reprisal under the
law."
Dr. Hugh Munro, Thomas
Ungs and Arlyn Melcher, KSU
faculty members, told the
subcommittee it should more
strongly protect academic

freedom.
They said the
faculty members should
police their own staff.
Nine students and six
faculty members were to have
testified, the school said,
including student body
president Craig Morgan and
leadoff witness Dr. Hugh
Monroe an associate professor
of speech.

Thoreau matinee
A special matinee performance of "The Night
Thoreau Spent In JaU" will be given Saturday,
Jan. 23at 2 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
General admission tickets will go on sale at 1
p.m. Saturday at the theater box office.

suffers abdominal pains
Shortly after his ad- said she was with the former
Associated Press Writer mittance, a close friendof the president
Wednesday
family said: "He's doing aU checking mail and signing
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - right. It's apparently some letters.
This is Truman'first trip to
Former President Harry S. intestinal trouble that just
Truman entered a hospital flared up."
the hospital since February
Thursday with adbomlnal
And Westwood, asked by a 1969 when he suffered from
pains.
He was reported newsman if things were intestinal influenza and
resting quietly and in good looking up, replied'; "They remained for a complete
condition.
physical examination. There
were never looking down."
Truman, who wiU be 87 on
Miss
Rose
Conway, had been four previous
May 8, was accompanied to Truman's secretary who periods in hospitals for him
joined him in the White House, since 1953.
Research Hospital
Kansas City by his wife, Bess,
and his regular escort, Lt.
Mike Westwood of the Independence, Mo., police force.
Truman's
personal
physician, former Brig Gen.
Wallace Graham, practices at
Research, which is about IS
miles from the Truman home
in Independence.
The former president
St.
Thomas
More have been invited to provide a
entered the hospital at 8:28 a.
m. and Graham described his University Parish has in- variety for this service.
The Thursday noon Mass
condition at that time as troduced a number of changes
"fairly weak resulting from in their liturgical schedule for has been discontinued. On
the sudden
onset
of this quarter in an attempt to that day, home or residencemoderately sever abdominal improve service to the area Masses will be encouraged.
University community.
pain.
St. Thomas More is also
Later, after diagnotic tests
A Mass wUl be offered at running a seven-week cc-irae
were begun, Truman's con- 1:15 pm each Sunday in the
Contemporary
dition was termed
good. Mid Am room, Harshman entitled "A
Understanding of
John Dreves, the hospital Quadrangle for the conpublic relations director, said venience of those living on the Christianity."
Father James Bacik will
he was resting quietly
east end of the campus. This
Mrs. Truman called for mass wiU replace the regular conduct the second session on
the problem of faith in the
assistance about 7 a.m. after Sunday 4:00 p.m. Mass.
modern world this Monday,
her husband became ill at
A Mass will also be January 25, from 6:30-6:30 pm.
home. He was taken to the celebrated each Wednesday The course which wiU offer an
hosiptal by ambulance.
afternoon at 4 p.m. St. John's opportunity for discussion, is
Episcopal Church across from free and open to the public.
There are stiU some openings
Harshman.
Simultaneous liturgies wUl for those interested In
be offered at 104ia.ni.each registering.
St Thomas More is also
Sunday. In the parish church,
the liturgical tone will be more sponsoring a lecture by the
her. But the couple couldn't conservative.
The Catholic theologian, Brother
find their way back to the simultaneous Mass in the Gabirle Moran
He will
opening. Keeling their way, auditorium is designed for speak in the Grand Ballroom.
they plunged deeper into the those who want a more in- Union, at 6 p.m. Sunday, Feb.
maze.
formal and contemporary 14. The topic of his lecture will
Then, after hitting a dead form of worship. Musical be "Toward Ecumenical
end, Mrs. Delgate heard groups form the Toledo area Education."
scratching on the ground
above She began yelling.
Mrs. Joseph McHahon,
SJ isanello s
tV/ym^r
standing in (lie bright sun>•> H aw.
^M
HBTSS
shine raking leaves, heard her
•"XeO-nOK.
\^^^
and called police. A police
rescue squad armed with maps
of the tunnel labyrinth and
lights, found the Delgates
m ouo rootABIE OVENS
three miles from where the
PIMMW 3524712, 352 5167 or 352 514*
couple had entered.
By R. K. HARVISON

NmfMa by Brian Moltane

A BRIEF TRIP through the Tim* Tunnel brought these two students out in
the year 1971 in Bowling Green, O., just outside the Education Bidg.
Coming out in the midst of a snowstorm was a 'down,' however, so the
diligent travelers made it into the nearest shelter.

LIFE releases roster
of witnesses for hearings
I.IKE has released a list of
witnesses that have agreed to
provide expert testimony on
their behalf in the Davis-Besse
Nuclear Plant hearings
resuming Jan. 25.
The list includes Dr. John
Gofman, AEC scientist who
recently has been critical of
federal radiation standards.
Gofman, of the U.S. Atomic
Energy
Commission
Laboratory in I.ivermore,
Calif., is <•■ testify on the
inndequac\ of the radiation
standards and their effect in
public.
Dr. Linus Pauling, twice a
Nobel Prize winner and
prnfpripr of Chemistry at
Stanford University will also
be appearing on behalf of the
group.
Dr. Joshua Lederberg,
Nobel Prize winner in genetics
and also from Stanford, has
agreed to discuss the health
cost to the public of the
radiation emissions form
"nuke" plants.

A University of Pittsburgh
professor of radiology, Dr.
Sternglass, wiU be discussing
the danger of reconcentration
in body tissue of radioactive
wastes from nuclear power
plants. Dr. Sternglass has
already appeared as a witness
for the Cleveland Coalition for
Safe Nuclesr Power and has
agreed to appear again on
LIFE'S behalf.
Other persons who have
been contacted by the group to
appear on their behalf include:
Vice Admiral
Rickover. Department of the
Navy;
Theodore Stern,
Westinghouse
Corporation;
Norton Nelson, from New
York University Medical
Center
and
Wesley
Gilbertson, Deputy Secretary
for Environmental Protection
for Pennsylvania.
LIFE witnesses also include radiobiologists, nuclear
engineers, and geneticists.
They are:
Dr. Benjamin
Sonnenblick,
Rutgers

Home Ec. offers
major in nutrition

Univesity; Dr. Charles Huver,
University of
Minnesota;
*.dolph Ackerman, Madison,
Wisconsin; D. E. Carlson,
State Universal New York;
Dr. L. Browning, Genetics
Research, Inc.
and
Richard Webb, Ohio State
University.
Four members of the
BGSU Biology Department
wiU also appear in LIFE'S
behalf.
They are
Venkattasetty Rangswamy,
Dr. Irwln I. Oster, Floyd
Waddle and Vickie Evans.

Parish alters

mass schedule

Adding Machines
•dull Gaum
Albums, Photo
amplifiers
Amplilieri. Guitar
Archery Stt»
Attach! Caaoi
Auto Acceieorta

BicVtests
laconer
Badminton Sob
tifS
Bowling
Golf
Handball
Sliiptng
travel
Bands. Watch
Bands, Wedding
Binios
Banks
Barometer!
Bars
Accessorial
Portable
Baseball Glovm
Basketball!
Bids
Bedspreads
Bills
Buckle
Slimmer
Beveri|i Sets

Bible
Bicycles
MotorlrM
Billfolds
Binoculars
Blankets
tiictric
Blenders
Bongoi
Books
Bookcases
Bookends
Bowline. Baft
Bracelets

Carriae.es, Toy
Cais, Toy
Casseroles
Chain Saw
Ctiarms
Chemistry Sift
China, Oirmitwan
Christmai
Lighti
Trei
Cipretto Cases
Cigarette lighten
Clippers i
Clocks

Coats
Bracelets. Chirm
Fur
Bracelets, 1.0.
Coffee Makers
•rallert
Coffee Urns
Vertical
Comforters
Brushes
Compass
Clothes
Console. Stereo
Hair
Cookware
Bulletin Boards
Coolers
Bun Warmers
Corn Poppers
Cabmats
Cribs
Bathroom
Crosses. Pendant!
rih>
Cuff Links
Caddy Sati
Curleri
Canisten
Caddy, Slack!
Electric
Camera Equipment Cutlery
Cm Ommti
Deep Fryers
Candlestick Holder!
Unislir Set!
Car Stereo Pleym
Cerd table.
Cardi, Pliytaf
Caipel Sweeper!

gjg""
Ell',.„
S* «*?*■
,
J ,m»ni1 £•"*•«
0 m n
ln
'> <> « •» l»
D[
""' *■»

Dictionary
Olnnerwlx*
Doe. Cllpperi
Doll!
Door Chimes
Drawing Sets
Dresser Site
Drill Bits
Drills
Drums
Dryers
Hair
Nail Polish
farrlngt
Electric Blankets
Electric Brooms
Encyclopedias
Eiorclu Equipment
[■•re In re
Fani, Eihaust
Fire Eitlniulshen
Fireplace Accel
Ftshmg Equipment
Flashlight!
Flasks
Flatware
Floor Sweepeis
Fonduei

Food
Footballs
Footstool!
Framei. Plctyri
For many more

Home coll 337
Conklln 2-4636
HOW

Police end nightmare
of couple lost in drain
LOSANGELES(AP)-For
12 hours James Delgate and
his wife Geraldine stumbled
and crawled blindly through a
maze of storm drains beneath
the city.
The air in the culverts was
choked with dust and the
subterranean darkness was
impenetrable. They yeUed for
help but nobody heard them.
The terror began Wednesday when the Delgates
thought their 6-year-old son,
Danny, had wandered into the
cave-like entrance of the
storm drains while they were
stopped to change a flat tire.
Mrs. Delgate went into the
S-footdiameter drain to look.
Her husband and Mrs.
Delgate's brother found the
boy above ground.
Then
Delgate went into the drain to
find his wife.
After a dozen turns through
the twesting tunnels he found

profci-am began two years ago
after a recommendation by
retireJ home economics
p.-ofessor, Laura Heston.
Elizabeth
Mackey,
assistant professor of home
UNDERGRADUATE
economics, developed the
present format for the
I
program.
Future additions to the
U
program wUl include courses
in nutrition for infants and
POTS-CHECK"
young
children,
food
N
PMtNANCT SELF-CHECK KIT
production management and
It you think you may bo Pregnant or
ASSOCIATION
diet theapy.
Kit don't know, are will lend you •
'f CMci nil «**n lives ■ Tn/Ne
There are now about 30
eniwer mmedialelr The Kit It highly
student involved in the
Applications
accurate end vtfy simple to UM. Compieteir Eiternal Professional PTOVM 5
program who must complete
year! in libs
an internship program if they
Prei-Check* Kit airmailed discreetly
wish to qualify for full status
and avidly to any Name address you
specify Small plaai hoi 16.00 post
as a registered dietitian.
AluMii Horn.
paid Tour money bach at onca if not
completely latufied Intocmativt BroStudents in the program
chure seith Kit Uaa airmail, it'i quicker
are enrolled in the CoUege of
Sand choc* or caih to:
Ja..ary 18-27
Education. They are expected
MaaMftM IcloatHM LaaM
14? wiini A«e Mortal.». T. 11M7
George M. Owen, M.D., to be graduated from the
will address students on the University in spring, 1972.
Bowling
Green
State
University
campus
on
Kebruary 9. His talk, titled
Our Wine Cellar is well stocked with all
"Food, Nutrition and Health:
Your Favorites
Preschool Children" is one of
a series being given this
scholastic year at more than
80 schools, sponsored by the
American Medical
Stop by South Side
Association Council on Foods
to stock up on all
and Nutrition.
The programs will tell
varieties of liquid
undergraduates about recent
refreshments
developments in health care,
and will try to stimulate interest in medicine and allied
health fields. The colleges
involved aU have pre-meeiesl
or biological sciences ci
OfeVe/aU Corner S. Main and Napoleon Road
but are located outsii
influence of a large
center.

A food and nutrition major
is now being offered here
through the Home Economics
Dept.
It is hoped the new studies
•dN bring much needed
dietitian- and food service
persunrol into the labor
market in northwestern Ohio.
The program is being
coordinated by Mrs. Millicent
dc niiviera. a former
theraputi' and administrative
dietitian from University
Hospital ui Cleveland.
Plans for organizing the

Thlo od oneitloa alwdonti to pufchola Iho following Home ol 4%
eaVovo wttoUeoU & poetogo (up to 44% oil rotoll prlcoa for
fuorontooa! quality mofchondif*; for onamplo, ALL rlnge oro 44%
off and carry etlft guorantooe):

M.D. to folk
oi nutrition
for pre-meds

■

At

9*%

S'«-l«" My - t AM M 1 fa*.

ma

NO COVER
CHARGE
PLUS EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

Every Fri. &
Sat. Nite
at the

GIGOLO

Remember
Every Thurs is
2 for 1 Nite

THE "SNOOT BOOT"!
Hey Gals...
You have seen it on all The Fellows. NOW Its
here for YOU! The all NEW "Snoot Boot" by
LADY DINGO
Natural grained cowhide in the all new 14"
stovepipe Dingo style with popular Snoot toe and
harness Western heel straps
$28

I.ASAIJJTS
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Road-weary
skaters test
Ohio tonight

ByFredR.Ortlip
AiiUUnt Sport* Editor
St. Lawrence-New Hampahire-I jke Superior-Michigan
State-Clarkaon-Boaton. Boom, boom, bang. The super
teams in college hockey. And they're all out of the way (or
the skating Falcons, who are struggling along this season
with a 5-11 mark, tired being clobbered over the head by the
big guys and ready to do a little pushing around themselves.
To top that off the travel-weary Birds, who have only been
on familiar grounds seven times this long season are
readying for a long stay in Falconland.
Tonight marks the first of seven straight home games for
BG over a span of three weeks and Ohio University will
provide the opposition. The Falcons and Bobcats will cap the
two game series with a 7:30 p.m. battle Saturday at the Ice
Arena.
For the record, the game is a Mid eastern College Hockey
Assn. affair and the 'Cats are out to improve their 0-2 loop
mark and 7-6 overall record. The Birds stand at 1-1 in the
Association thus far with a split with Ohio State.
For Coach Jack Vivian's charges, it's nice to be out of the
hair of the Clarksons and Bostons, but the head mentor will
be the first to footnote the fact that OU isn't coming to BG to
lie down and play dead.

"We cannot take them lightly," he warned. "We're going
to have to have a good effort to win." The one thing that
bothers Vivian is not so much Ohio but the fact that the
Falcons will be shorthanded on defense.
Co-Captain Glen Shlrton, who has suffered for weeks with
a bad wrist has been given a rest to let the wrists heal. He'll
be out of action at least a couple of weeks which does nothing
but hurt.
Fortunately, Chuck Gyles, who has served his three game
suspension, will be back in the lineup and his presence should
be felt. He'll be paired with RussBiitton. Bill Koniewich will
go with Tom Sheehan and Tom Snyder will serve as fifth
man.
Paul (lalaski, who started off the season In the nets for the
Falcons, will get his first start In a longtime. "Paul has
worked in practice and deserves to start again," said Vivian,
who plans to again rotate his goalies.
In practice this week the Falcons have worked on the
power play despite the fact that Vivian doesn't expect a high
penalty game. Still, "we haven't been clearing the puck
quickly enough when the opposition is a man short. We're not
capitalizing on their other team's penalties.
The Birds have gotten a big lift offensively in Mike Root,
who of late is showing the old zing he exhibited last season as

the team's second leading scorer.
"Mike's confidence has really buoyed the last couple of
games," said Vivian, "and that could really make a big
difference not only this weekend but the rest of the season."
Ohio features Ed Mundy and John Bangay who lead the
team in scoring with 26 and » points respectively. Ohio's
averaging 4.9 goals per game while allowing only 3.4 to the
opposition.
Dennis Haworth has done most of the goal work for the
Bobcats this season, allowing 3.3 goals per contest, but this
doesn't bother Vivian. "I'm confident we'll score enough to
win," he noted.
Probably the best thing that has happened to Bowling
Green next to beating Clarkson is the opportunity to play at
home.
"When we play on the road, the attitude seems to be 'can
we win'," mentioned Vivian. "When we play at home we
know we can win." This very fact has shown up plenty in the
BG record. At home the Bee Gees are 5-2 while on the road
they're 0-9. Quite a contrast.
The Falcons, who have lost two straight and six of their
past seven, will be out to do their thing this weekend in front
of their 3,000 howling lions. If you hear a giant sigh of relief
when BG takes the ice, you'll know exactly why.

Speed of Thundering Herd
topic of cage discussion
By Jack Carle
Sports Writer
The up-and-down Falcons,
coming off one of the bitterest
defeats of the year, Wednesday night, meet the running and gunning Thundering
Herd of Marshall tomorrow
night at the Hunttniton.
Marshall is having one of
its better years in recent
history with a 10-3 record,
including a 7-0 home court
mark. The Thundering Herd
does not have an arena on the
lluntini'ton campus but nlays
all ii-.eir games la the city
field house.
The big gun for Marshall is
6-5 junior Russell Lee. He
averaged 24 points a game last
season and scored over 30
points on eight different oc-

Fraternity
Aid
Sorority

Night
6:00-9:00
W.d„ i Tims.

Venture
Inn
Reduced
Prices

cessions.
This season Lee is the
nation's 11th leading scorer
with a 28 point per game
average. He Is also the teams
leading rebounder with just
over 13 grabs a game. Lee is
the only Marshall player to
score over 40 points in one
game this season, hitting for
41 points against Mississippi.
Supporting members of
the Thundering Herd cast
Include 6-3 senior Blaine
Henry. Henry is averaging 13
and a half points a game In his
Marshall career and Is hitting
for 17 points a game this
season.
Mike D'Antoni at 6-3 is the
quarterback of the Mashall
offense and is the brother of
Marshall's freshman coach
Dan D'Antoni.
He Is
averaging 15 points a contest
while bringing the ball upfloor against the press and
leding the Herd's fastbreak.
The big man for Marshall
Is 6-7 senior Dave Smith.
Smith has been the main
rebounding strength for the
Herd druing
the
past
two seasons.
1 his year he
is averaging 13 grabs a game
while scoring 11 points s
contest. The other forward
spot for he Herd Is the one
giving head coach Stewart
Way the most problem: Sixfoot three-inch Bob DePathy Is
averaging nine and a half
points a game and 6-4 Gary
Orsini is hitting for four points
a contest.
The biggest surprise of the
I!is the fact that 6-3
sophomore Tyrone Collins is
not playing very much.
Collins was the sixth leading
freshman scorere in the nation
last year, averaging 31.2

points a game. Collins played
his high school ball in
Paterson N.J., and continues
Marshall's policy of being able
to recruit high-school stars
from the east. Lee, the team's
best player Is from Boston,
Mass.
The Falcons will counter
with their jet line-up of Jim
Connally it center and Rich
Walker ai ►.unr.i • Bob Quayle
will probably be the other
guard with the towards being
I.i' Henson and Dalynn
Badenshop.
Badenhop was developed
Into a top offensive threat for
the Birds hitting for a team
high 22 points against Toledo.
He made good on 9 of 15 from
the field and four of four from
the foul line before fouling out
with just over a minute to go.
Coach Bob Conlbear Is still
looking for more offensive
punch from the other toward
spot and from guard Bob
Quayle.
Quayle hau 19
points against Miami but
tapered off to only six againt
I'll hitting three of six from
the field. Henson and Tom
Scott shared the other forward
spot against TU and neither
did much offensively Henson
had five points and Scott three
against the Rockets.
The non-league affair

.■cross* ■Mtii|
For anyone Interested In playing
lacrosse for Bowling
Green this coming
season, there will be an
organizational meeting
Tuesday. Jan. 26 at the
Ice Arena Ixxinge at 7
p.m.

CLEARANCE
CASUAL SLACKS
REG. $10.00-$12.00-$15.00

NOW 5.

against the Herd will probably
allow Conlbear to experiement with some of his
sophomore players to give
them more playing time so
they can contribute better to
the Falcons effort In the

remaining league games.
But the biggest task for
coach Conlbear and the
Falcons Is trying to break the
Thundering Herd's home win
streak and therefore putting
BG back on the winning trail.

Grapplers catch
UD looking ahead
ByDanCasseday
Sports Writer
Pointing for a particular
contest while playing in
several before that can be a
very
dangerous
thing,
especially if you take your
opponents lightly.
Many
teams do this and pay the
consequences.
However, the Falcon
wrestlers, pointing for next
Wednesday's match with
Toledo, weren't caught
looking ahead this time as
they polished off undefeated
Dayton on the Flyer mats
Wednesday night 30-5. They
thus extended their winning
streak to four and showed they
are becoming a team to be
reckoned with.
Tied M after the first three
matches, Bowling Green
stormed back to take the
remaining seven bouts to pin
the Flyers with their first
defeat in three outings.
Dayton, a team Improved over
last year, simply didn't have
the firepower to contend with
that of the Falcons, minus
injured AI Womack.
"I was disappointed In
some areas," coach Bruce
Bellard confided. "However,
overall everyone wrestled
well. It was the first time the
teams went the regular eight
minute (individual Ibouts
instead of the six we've been
going."
Coach Billard noted as
usual the continued Improvement in the physical
conditioning of the Falcons as
a contribution to the victory.
Everyone but John Ress (156)
and Jerry Norbo (177) was
involved in a decison and
thereby was forced to go the
full eight minutes. Ress and
Norbo gained victories by

99

pins.
"I was especially pleased
with Les Arko, Dick Munz and
Jerry Norbo," said Bellard.
"Arko (134) lost a close one to
Duane Feleppelle 5-2. Those
two wrestled last year In the
state high school regionala
and Les beat him."
"Dick Munz (subbing for
Dennis O'Neil at 142) did a
good job on Feleppelle's twin
brother Dennis, winning 5-4,"
Bellard continued. "Norbo
was In the other outstanding
match as he pinned Dave
Hout. Hout was third in the
state last year."
Now 5-2 after the Dayton
rout, the Falcons encounter a
Ball State team starving for
victories. BG must travel to
Muncie to meet the Cardinals
and their aim is to deep the
Red birds hungry.
Ball State has wrestled
nine meets so far, but dropped
their first eight and probably
have only tasted victory once
so far Wednesday versus
Eastern Illinois.
"Ball State has a tough
schedule," Bellard pointed
out. "They lost to such teams
as Ohio University, Bloomsburg (perhapsthe top small
college team). Western
Michigan and Ashland. Every
time they wrestle is like
wretstling OU or Eastern
Michigan"
The Cardinals biggest
threats will be Warren
Gamble, Carl Evans and
Terry TerHaar. Gamble (142)
Is 8-3-1 so far on the season,
Evans (156) is 12-2, and
TerHaar (167) is 7-4. Dick
Munz or Dennis O'Neil will
probably wrestle Gamble.
John Ress is likely to tangle
with Evans, and BUI Fickes
will have to take on TerHaar.
"They're (Ball State)
tough at home," Bellard
warned.
"Sometimes they
shouldn't be but they are."
It appears though, that
even though the Falcons will
still be looking ahead to
Toledo next Wednesday, they
may encounter a few thorns
that shouldn't distract them
from another rosy win.

N.wsphoto by L.O. Futlorton

FROSH BRIAN SCANLAN, a 6-6 center from Lakewood, goes over the back
of a Toledo Rocket in quest of a rebound. The action took place in Wednesday's 69-64 freshmen victory at Anderson arena.

Indoor thinclads roady for opener
ByVlnMaanlx
Assistant Sports Editor
It's the "season of spikes,
cinders, and
stretched
muscles," as Bowling Green's
indoor track team kicks it out
tomorrow in the Ohio State
open.
For one Falcon though. It

tf

sporrs

OHIO UNIVERSITY

SWEATERS

Summmr Study

Abroad Programs
AH Classes in English

REG. $13.00-$25.00
99

NOW 9.
Wat Ben

CAROLINE S3SO
ALSO FROM 2O0
WIDOINO RING 73
MAN . 115

You can pay more, but you can't
buy a liner diamond ring than
a Keepsake . and that's something to remember..

Italy.. Florence
Nigeria. Zaria
Greece. Athens

June 21 - August 6
June 21 - August 6
June 21 - August 6

$1,000
$1,175
$1,075

Fee includes round trip air fare
from New York to program site, room
and board tution and field trips.
Mexico, Jalapa

^StSSOi
125 North Main Street
Phone 363-6691

June 21 - August 13

$525

Transportation no. .ncludxl. Cl.ss.s In Spanish •v.llabl*.
KM ._i°'T"' •' *"*' **—* rVooraaw
303 Bo... C.M.,
Ath.ns. Ohio 45701
T.l^hon. 641-5*4-7*17

OHIO UNIVERSITY

will be more of a long awaited
return to action, than just the
start of another arduous indoor season.
Almost a year ago at this
same meet Dean Bard was at
the midpoint of ascent of his
pole vault attempt, and was
clearing the crossbar, when it
happened.
Just before lifting off. Dean
stretched his last step too
much, and as he was about to
clear the bar, he stalled out.
"I'd stretched my last step
out too far, and just as I was
over the bar I stalled out,"
Dean recalled. "I fell through
the bar, and landed on my
neck."
He suffered compression
fractures in the eighth, ninth,
and tenth thoracic vertebrae,
which are between one's
shoulder blades. Hospitalized
for one week, Dean wore a
brace from four to five weeks.
His recovery was quicker
than one might think, considering his injury, because
with the doctor's OK, and also
coach Mel Brodt's, Dean triple
jumped in the last meet of the
spring.
Dean remained in Bowling
Green for summer school, also
working out with weights, and
running several decathlon
events, including the discus,
hurdles, high jump and
javelin.
But it wasn't until
December that he touched a
pole.
"I didn't have any practice
before my accident," said
Dean, "but now I've been
vaulting in the ice arena for
the past month and a half, and
I'm just getting my form back
now."
When Dean stands at the
end of the pole vault runway in
Ohio State's French field
house, the pole he cradles
should both arch him over the
crossbar and the "mental

barrier" some 14-15 feet up.
"I'm not going to let it
bother me because if I do. It's
gonna come up every meet,"
he said "I have to tell myself
that I h..ve to vault no matter
where it is."
For the rest of the Falcons
this first meet will be more of
a giant time trial, since
they've been running most of
their workouts in the confines
of the ice arena and the men's
gym.
"That place is horrible,"
said Sid Sink, Bowling Green's
bonafide All
American
distance man about the latter
facility.
"Running outdoors is
better than running in that
little elevated track."
He'U be running in the
Invitational two mile which
requires a 9:03 time or better.
"I'm in my best shape
ever, but there's probably
better, so I'm hoping I can run
between a 9:00 and a 9:10," he
said.
Pointing out that due to
lack of facilities, the team's
overall shape isn't that good
compared to other teams who
do have facilities, the Falcons
are better than the've been in
years past.
One definite area in which
Bowling green's tracksters,
particularly the sprinters, are
presently better off is in the
department of assistant
coaching, namely in the
person of IJoyd Crable.
"He worked with us in fall
practice, and now he's been
concentrating
on
our
techniques, and getting our
confidence up too," said Al
Webb. "The man has been a
tremendous help to us."
With a young Falcon squad
as this one, all this help
leadership, and enthusiasm
can go a long way to meet the
challenge of the long, indoor
season ahead.
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Rocket power vs. Falcon power
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'The Babymaker'
ByMlkeFoley
"The Baby Maker" Is a film that can
really fool you. Throughout moat of its
length, it seems to be a silly, unbelievable story told with heavy emphasis upon sex, drugs and youth exploitation.
But Just when the film reaches what
would appear to be its most ridiculous
moment, that moment becomes the most
powerful and helps to transform the film
into an extremely perceptive and Intelligent study of the morals of today's
youth and, for that matter, two entirely
different ways of life.
The story is quite simple: Tish Gray
is a young, attractive and free-living girl
who agrees to "make" a baby for upper
middle-class couple. The problem is lhat
the wife is unable to have children and,
rather than adopt, they want a child
which is at least half theirs.
This is where Tish comes in. She
agrees to the terms which include no
personal involvement and a large sum of
money. Tish becomes pregnant and as
the baby grows within her, a change in
attitude I' P i! ins
Slie becomes involved with the couple,
particularly n.t: the father of her baby,
and slowly turns away from her freeloving-pot-smoking friends, including her
boyfriend, to the way of life which she
has so long been fighting.
Tish gives birth but must give the
child up according to the terms. She is
sad and empty, more than just a
babymaker. She looks to the sun for
strength.
During the film, this story seems silly
and unbelievable. You wonder Just
which side the film is taking: the side of
the non-commital youth or the side of the
station-wagoned-garbage disposal-builtin-pool-upper-middle-class couple.
But through the extremely fine performance of Barbara Hershey as Tish
and some really effective direction from
James Bridges, the film leaves the
viewer with the feeling that no point of
view has been taken but rather, the story
has been presented and its conclusion left
up to the audience. It works beautifully.
Getting back to Barbara Hershey for
a minute, her performance in "The Baby
Maker" is her finest performance to date
and proves that she is an actress of
considerable debth and control.
During the natural childbirth scene,
the thin line between the pain of the event
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and the joy Is shown on her face. I wonder
if any actress could ever be as effective as
she is in thb scene.
It seems that it's during this childbirth scene which would appear to be the
film's moat absurd moment, that the film
begins to take on an importance.
The climax of this ridiculous plot is in
this scene and through the excellence in
acting and the exciting documentary
style, the scene makes the story prior to
it seem somehow believable and all the
actions and feelings which we have so
matter-of factly accepted or ignored
become important parts of the whole
film.
The thing is not to ignore anything in
the film no matter how trite or slllv it

may seem, because it la all Important at
the end.
"The Baby Maker" is an overpowerlngly effective film which at it'a
worst moments suffers from poor
dialogue and shallow character
development, as is the case with Tiah't
mother, who most people will probably
be unable to identify.
And at it's best moments, as in the
blrfr seer'. examines the feelings of
a young gin. wno as a result of her actions, la drawn between two worlds, both
of which baffle her.
She is confused. "The Baby Maker"
does not explain her confusion and doea
not offer solutions, but it does take a good
long look at the problem.

Recordmendations
By Mark Levin*
R. Serge Denisoff

The Beatles are gone and with them
the last beacon of sure-fire economic
success. The Beatles artistically set the
style. They may have been outranked by
others on the Billboard Hot 100, but
producers, A & R men, and critics
examined each of their efforts as a
tourist with a map.
After Sgt. Pepper they really didn't do
anything new, but the industry kept
hoping. Now the hope is gone, and
despite the pretenders ranging from the
Plastic Family to the overnight "super"
stars, there remain few guaranteed hits.
The one exception, perhaps, continues
to be the "Best Of "or" Greatest Hits"
genre.
Here, it is difficult to go
economically wrong assuming that the
artist has made more than one .45 rpm.
In 1070, "Best Of" records abounded
for the simple reason that many singers
could not surpass their previous efforts.
Also these albums are cheap to produce,
and the profit* are usually great.
Joan Baez's The First 10 Years
(VSD6560 l
is such a record.
Unlike a myriad of singers. Miss Baez is
not troubled by the "what to do next"
syndrome since she does everything well.
Nonetheless, this is a "Best Of" set
featuring very familiar material from
past albums.
Most Baez fans will have most of the
cuts found here Including the six Dylan
songs. Not even the 12-page photo blurb
will change the fact that there's nothing
new on the LP.
Tis a shame, since most Baez fans
would be most happy to see Vanguard
release her old songs as Joanle's

parodies of "Little Darlln," "Drug Stora
Truck Driving Man" and many other
Dylan songs still In the vault. But alas,
the formula-always the formula.
The two album set. If you do not have
many of the earlier Baez Lp's Is a good
representation of her artistry. In a day of
mediocre and pretenious "stars" what
else can you ask for.
Certainly not
imagination or originality.
The First 10 Years Is available at the
University Bookstore.
Linda Perhacs, if you can imagine, is
a cross between Murray and Grade
Slick, without the range or instrumental
backing of the latter.
Her Parallelograms (Kapp KS 3636)
In parts is rather good, if the rather sophmorphic lyrics don't overwhelm you in
spots.
Miss Perhacs, naturally, wrote the
lyrics. Jonl Mitchell rides again. Miss
Perhacs, when she gets It together, could
become a most interesting performer...but don't count on it.
Brian Hyland i Uni-73097- someone
must be kidding, A voice from the dark
age of rock music. He recorded that
horrible yellow bikini song from the Dick
Clark Show.
Due in part U> Curtis May fie Id who
wrote "Gypsy Woman," Hyland Is back
with long hair, boots, leather vest, the
works. But he stills sounds like the
bubble-gummer he always was.
We won't bore you with the
significance this album has. It has none.
It is pure unadulterated "nubie" sound.
However, as the Coffmans, Jim and
Many of radio fame, tell us there Is a
large market for this kind of stuff around
here-somewhere.
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"And now, let me make one thing perfectly clear...the
sun's in my eyes."

NUMBER/9
Frisbee...
By Dan Hosteller

ByMlkeFoley
For all those r^mandini! QimMBN who
want out of their film experiences an
easily understood story, a happy ending
and lingering shots of breasts, "Fanny
Hill" might Just meet up with your
standards.
"Fanny Hill" works on the basic
premise that all women are not created
equal and so, not all share the same type
of sexual experiences. The same type of
thing is true of various varieties of cattle.
"Jerry Gross presents "Fanny
Hill'....new and from Sweden." From
this piece of the ad, we immediately
notice that this film is: (1) All new and
must not be confused with the more timid
film version released a few years back.
(21 It Is from Sweden; that sexy country
which introduced the world to blondes
and the fact that fellatio can be done with
taste and redemming social value in a
film by releasing "I am CuriouMyellow)
"Fanny Hill" is actually no different
than any other porno film.
Cast in the challenging role of Fanny,
Diana Kjaer proves to the world that she
has female sex organs and can obtain an
orgasm which would make even "Inga"
jealous
Actually, "Inga" is the enchanting
storv of a 17-year-old girl who lose* her
innocent 11* whatever at the hands of a
poor tasu-. bad film making and overly
sensitive person who has snipped bits out
ci the print I saw.
After the film a viewer saw that I had
been taking notes, determined my
purpose and told me that in his critical
opinion, "The movie eats shit." That's
true if you can imagine a film consuming
itself.
"Inga" contends that sex if man
important than opera, so don't expect to
see much opera.
There are two things I liked about the
film. One is the looks of Marie LUJedahl
who plays Inga. The second la the
potential actress who plays Inga's aunt
Gretta. She does the best she can In thai
absurd film and it's sad to think that
she'll most probably never be seen again.
Oh. by the way, Miss LUJedahl has been
seen again..awhile back in Playboy.

'God Damn'
"God Damn", a film written and
directed by D. Joseph Pipher, a student
at Bowling Green, will be shown on
campus as part of a film festival on Feb.
17.
The film which stars BiU Gubbins,
also a student, has won many awards,
including a third place at the New Jersey
Institute for Film Art and an honorable
mention at Runnymede, N.Y.
It has also been shown In competition
or distributed in Chicago, San Francisco,
Washington, Cincinnati and Los Angeles.
The Student Activities Office has also

entered the film in Warner Brothers
National Entertainment Conference.
"God Damn" was filmed in the
Bowling Green area last spring. Pipher,
along with co-producer Bob Zeigler,
made use of local talent and production
people. The film raised a little controversy at the time, but this
homecoming may change opinions.
The festival, scheduled for Feb. 17, Is
being put on by the English Department.
Several films from all parts of the
country will be shown.
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Rachel,
Rachel
ByMlkeFoley

KENNY ROGERS AND THEFIRST EDITION will
appear in concert, Fab. 13, at the Toledo Field House.
The concert is sponsored by the University of Toledo
Student Union Board and WTTO radio. Tickets tor the
performance are M.SO.
They are available at the
University of Toledo Student Union, ComTech,
Headquarters, Village Music, Joey's Record Mart, Ohio
Auto Sound and Fox moor Casuals.

Paul Newman directed his wife
Joanne Woodward in this study of an oldmaid school teacher in a small new
England town and her struggle to break
away from an aged mother, childhood
memories and her own fears.
In the role of Rachel, Joanne
Woodward gives an extremely sensitive
and well sustained performance which is,
at times, aided by the excellent performances of Estelle Parsons and
Geraldine Fitzgerald and most surely
aided by the direction of her husband.
Aa producer and director, Newman
brings a lot of talented people into his
project Among these people is editor
Dede Allen. Dede has worked as editor
on such films as "Bonnie and Clyde "and
"The Huitler". Her work in "Rachel,
Rachel" is extreme ly fine and help* to
give the film a gentle pace.
An all-around excellent film whichia
well worth seeing. Playing this week-end
in the Main Auditorium. Ticketa are fl.

Smooth in its silence, a soft summer wind whispers across a
spacious meadow. Nature flourishes. Ballet in progress brings
movement into the still atmosphere. Leaps from the grass into
the air.
His arm slips a small, plastic disc into the breeze that
gracefully carries it to another at the opposite end of the field.
Unbroken movement. Long hair flowing. Serene, innocent and
completely s«'.:.r d in their deviation. Open minds play. Music
filters in fron. above
Great'Teaturei-auses to observe. Unaware at first, but watching very closely, now. Crouching on haunches. Creeping in the
shadows, staining its prey. Gleam In Its eyes that causes nature
to cower (it has beaten nature before.) Breathing low and
covered by shadow it appears suddenly and snatches the peice of
plactic from the air. Noise, interference, confusion.
Eyes meet. Brawny, block of muscle begins to anger quickly.
Self-proclaimed God-like devil grows red. Biceps flex. Crimson
nostrils flare. Immortal, mechanized. Unable to fathom individualism.
Suddenly it moves forward. Lumbering in its septic, swarthy
nature, shattering with its great hairy, hammer fists. Gross and
unheeding, the gigantic hulk falls upon those who would question
and kills. Its slobber smells of nauseous spur.
Trying to hide. Cringing, defenseless, frightened. A feeble
attempt to fight back. With their skinny arms thrashing, the frail
ones are thrown to the ground and trampled underfoot. Broken,
confused. An expectant Death watches from h»lnw. Music stops
abruptly. A wounded wind whirls a fluttering candy trapper high
into the air.
A warped, wretched grin and a gurgle of satisfaction deep in
its throat. 'Ugly, now. Bent and hunched forward. Happy but
uncertain. A laugh that is crooked and forced. Ambles away to
seek and destroy other threats. It craves pleasure. Dying very
slowly but still potently powerful In Its size and stupidity.
Destroying Itself In its destruction of others. A long piece of bloodstained cloth dangles from its fist and drags on the ground behind
it as it moves away.
Silence...
A bruised, battered bod» convulses in pain. One eye opens, the
other swollen shut. Propped jp on one arm, a mouth opens to
reveal an inky lack of teeth. Death blankets a close companion.
Music begins the healing process. Soft and beautiful. A ripped
plastic disc gripped reverently in a spasm-tormented fist.
"Please," he is thinking. "Please do something." Pain invades
and engulfs his consciousness...
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